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About This Game

Super B-Dino's adventures - A game about the dinosaur Dino - a small dragon. Everyone in the world knows that dragons also
have enemies and Dino is no exception. Help Dino overcome all the challenges and climb as high as possible. Jump on the

platforms and try not to fall and not encounter terrible monsters under the merry music.
Dino has only 5 lives, take care of them!
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 6 May, 2018
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel celeron

Graphics: GeForce GTX 480

Storage: 100 MB available space
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Easy to play, hard to master

Definately already one of my favourite rythem games so far! I wish there are more like this.

The only let down is the bad voice acting, but it does contrast to how weird the story is anyway, it's comic, it's fun to play, and
you'll be replaying the songs over and over just to get the perfect score. The game is awesome. It reminds me of a town called
Kontula in Finland. There are a lot a black guys and they are sort of evil and they never help you, but they will punch you and
rip you off of all your possessions without regret. I'd say this game is very close to heart, because it is very realistic. This has
really helped me to get past my traumatizing history in Kontula. Thank you for this game <3. This is one of my first VR
experiences and all I can say so far is wow...

I fond this game so addictive and rewarding! Vs my normal games, because it had a more "real" sensation to it, I felt I gained
something to a different level.

Now moving onto the game specifics.

For a first VR game it is brilliant, the artwork and textures are brilliant and so smooth. The physics of the box and arrow; even
though I am no trained archer, are so accurate and fantastic with the added benefit of not taking all too long to adapt to.

I will be keeping an eye out for future games from these guys for sure!

Keep up the brilliant work and I look forward to future releases!. Take a little getting used to be surprisingly addictive. The only
space traffic control game Ive ever played :D. This DLC adds 2 new towers, arguably both are pretty useless, slow field
dispenser works just like a mine dispenser, upgrade it enough and you can place max of 3 deployable slowfields anywhere on
the map. Would be cool if there wasn't already a Kairos tower that pretty much projects a slowfield around itself, and the radius
in which it does so is pretty good. There's no reason to pick it over Kairos. The second tower increases the range of other
towers, for some strats it's amazing, but most of the time you won't really need it and it's gonna be useless.

4 new maps are pretty nice additions to the mix as well. A new character is okay but nothing too special and the new perks are
quite good.

But, this DLC introduces 2 of the most absolutely fuc*ing cheap a$$ enemies in the entire game that will make you hate this
DLC pack with a fiery passion. A mutator, enemy that can mutate other lumes making them stronger\/make them into bullet
sponges, there's no limit to how many times it can level up a lume, they come in packs, 5 can come from 1 direction and 5 from
another and they always follow other lumes, move fast and are bullet sponges.

Another type of enemy is the healer, which will latch itself onto a lume and heal them, it needs to be killed fast in order to
damage the lume it's attached to. Since this DLC does not introduce the Anti Air tower, an enemy like this is just a colossal
mistake. Especially when you see that they can latch onto a boss as well, a couple of them at the same time. Not hard to kill, but
just a nuisance that would've been better left on the cutting room floor. .

Whoever thought this was a great addition to the game I hope you stub your little toe in every piece of furniture in your house,
every single day. Save yourself the suffering and avoid this dlc like a plague.. Early Access Watcher Public Service
Announcement

Game: Zombie Hotel

Version: Initial Release

Gameplay Footage: https:\/\/m.youtube.com\/watch?v=nVDFXTZLtfU

Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the reviewer.
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I will keep this short. The game is basically Ultimate Survival by Winterbyte with key features removed or untouched in an
attempt to turn it into a FPS. You walk around corridors that use the same room design looting drawers to pick up weapons,
meat and water. You don\u2019t need ammunition though as every weapon has unlimited rounds. They still break, but you can
get to the last part of the third area before one does so. Zombies litter the area and are no threat as your health regenerates fast
enough to eliminate damage concerns. You can even let the thirst meter deplete and still out pace the health loss long enough to
finish. I say finish, but the third level\u2019s red completion zone is broken. This can all be completed in five minutes and even
less if you don\u2019t loiter.

It is a rare case to say a game would have benefited more from a straight up asset flip mentality than to try and make something
that still flickers due to overlapping textures. No options menu, bare minimum AI, no music, dampened sounds (except the
annoying footstep sound effect), and still managed to crash on me twice before I could get into the game to record. I wish the
person luck with this one, but this is a straight up avoid.

This has been a EAW PSA.. It's an alright game, but personally I don't think it's worth it. I think Raptor: Call of the Shadows
was a better game and I was playing that back in the mid 90's. The flexibility in this game is tremendous, you can totally
customize your ship, which normally I find really enjoyable but in this case I feel like it's a bit over the top. You can just spam 7
weapons on your ship and upgrade them all with targeting and bouncing and piercing and then all you do is just hold the left
mouse button and win... I feel like there's not enough space on the screen for proper dodging and aiming and since ALL
weapons can be configured for targeting it pretty much removes the need to AIM your weapons. This genre is one of my
favorites but this one really doesn't have the flow that I was looking for.
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Okay After Played more than 1500 Hours on this Game i can say ....its a Best Counter Strike Game Ever.
Every thing is similar to CS 1.6
But Best Mode Is Zombie Scenario Mode.

I would like to Recommend People to download this Game and Take a Advantage of Being a Counter Strike Lover.

After 8th Feb Update...CSNZ Improved alott from back time update.
New Auction Event makes each and every player has Good weapons and they have the chance to collect them from Auction.

Now Just one thing i want to Say to NEXON\/VALVE\/Game Devs...after removing Mileage Decoder,now there's shortage of
mileages. So,i requsting you guys if you guys Start selling Mileages on Shop. i Will be really helpfull for Each and Every Player
can Use the Auction properly :)

Thank You..... Supporting the developer! 10\/10. :). Only 19 reviews.
Overall mixed?
This game deserves better.
It was one of the first non-valve games i owned on steam and it was a very memorable expierence.
It is very difficult but if you like lunarlanderstyle gameplay this game is really awesome.
In my opinion totally underrated, I totally recommend it if you know how to map your mouse and keyboard controls to a game
pad, because then the game gets really stellar.. Really enjoyed this game, its a decent game expecialy for its price and is
definetly worth checking out, that said it does has alot of room for improvment.. Great game with excellent visuals and sound.
The story line is mysterious and somewhat unsettling!
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